
Easter basket
for tasty treats

Quick, put it in the basket! There’s plenty of room here for 
the Lindt Gold Bunny and lots of other Easter surprises.

he fun game of hide and seek 

with sweet Easter surprises 

becomes even more exciting with 

this Easter basket. Thanks to the 

handle, you can also carry it around 

with you. Once it’s filled with treats 

it can be displayed as a decoration 

and will entice everyone to enjoy a 

sweet treat. The basket made from 

coloured card is so easy to make 

that you can create one for every 

family member using a different 

colour for each person.
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Easter basket

WHAT YOU NEED:

•  1 round cardboard box with a lid, around 
15 cm in diameter, around 12 cm tall, lid 
height approx. 2 cm

•  1 sheet of coloured paper or card, plain or 
decorated, in A2 format (592 x 420 mm); 
alternatively, you can stick 2 sheets of A3 
paper/card together, slightly overlapping

•  Ruler, compass, pencil

• Glue

•  Cutter

•  Florist wire

•  Adhesive strips

•  Natural bouquet raffia (green)

•  Strips of fabric in various colours

•  Easter grass or moss for padding

HOW TO MAKE:

1   Divide the cardboard lengthways into section A, B and C  
(see diagram) using a ruler and pencil.

2   Cut out section A, draw a circle (radius 9.5 cm, diameter 
19 cm) using a compass and cut out.

3   Stick the lid of the cardboard box to the centre of the circle.

4   Divide section B and C widthways into 2-cm-wide strips using 
a pencil and ruler.

5   Carefully score along every second line (don’t cut through!) 
using the cutter (or scissor tip).

6   Turn the coloured card over and divide the back into 2-cm-
wide strips as well, but offset by exactly 1 cm. Gently score 
along the marked lines.

7   Cut off section C lengthways and fold along the scored lines 
in a zig-zag shape.

8   Fold section B along the scored lines in a zig-zag shape.

9   Cut a lengthways strip of section B 2 cm deep at each fold 
and fold upwards (glue tabs). Bend section B to form a roll 
(tabs inside), place inside the box lid and stick the tabs to the 
base of the lid.

10   Slide the cardboard box into the basket so that it is spread 
apart slightly at the top and tapered towards the bottom. 
Glue the sides of the basket together.

11   Place the narrow strips of card as a cuff around the outside 
edge of the lid and glue the ends together, overlapping them

12   Make two holes opposite each other along the top edge of 
the basket using the sharp scissors.

13   Bend the florist wire to form a handle, push the ends 
through both holes from the outside, fold over inside the 
basket and secure with adhesive strips.

14   Wrap the bouquet raffia around the handle and decorate 
with strips of fabric.

15   Pad out the basket slightly with Easter grass or moss and fill 
with Easter surprises.
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